Ferguson Hill Mini Speaker System
By Wayne LeFevre

FH007 & FH008 Speakers
http://www.fergusonhill.co.uk/
FH007 $995 USD, $1195
CND, £500 UK
FH008 SW $595 US, $725
CND
Requirements: Any line level source including computer audio out, iPod, MP3, CD, or DVD
players.
Strengths: Perfect sound for the size. Mac–like quality, finish and design.
Weaknesses: Price for some. Otherwise, absolutely none.
Introduction
First, let me preface this article by saying that I have never claimed to be an audiophile. I like
music, though, and I know the difference between what sounds good to the ear and what sounds
“a little off.”
I tell you that to tell you this; these are the best
speakers I have ever heard! They are definitely
the oddest speakers I’ve ever seen, and there
have been many an odd shape being thrown at
the computer/iPod industry of late.

There are two horns, two bass spheres, and an optional sub–woofer. The horns and bass sphere
speakers are made from a clear acrylic that makes the whole system see through. This is enough
aesthetically to make them clearly a conversation piece, yet unobtrusive as possible.
Driving all of this is an amplifier box with one simple control on the front. Volume. More on this
later. For the look, nothing could be more Mac-like. They are as artistic as they are fantastic
sounding. The FH007 system is based upon Ferguson Hill’s larger popular system - the
FH001/2/3. This larger system is way over the top, but way cool and affordable only to the more
affluent, unless one wants to take out a second mortgage!

Technical Bits
To get a little more technical into what you receive for your money, the aluminum amplifier is
the heart of the system. The amplifier is a class A/B four channel, each driving a separate
speaker, producing clean, clean sounds. Though they can be cranked quite loud, you will notice
that they aren’t trying to push out (cue tractor pull and monster truck announcer,) “100 Watts
per channel for the ultimate party sound!” Taking the opposite direction, Ferguson Hill has
decided to take the sound–over–volume approach. The frequency response of the Horn/Sphere
speaker system goes from a very low 75 Hz to 20 KHz. With the addition of the FH008
Subwoofer, the bass response of the system extends down to a deep 45 Hz.

There are two ways to input music. One is a 3mm plug, the other a standard RCA Red/Black
jack. The inputs from the speakers themselves are 3mm plugs, one from each horn and one from
each bass sphere. If you opt for the sub–woofer, a specially made cord will be included that
basically splice into the bass. The subwoofer, by–the–way, operates with an active cross–over
amplifier that makes the cross at a range from 150 to 45 Hz, adjustable. At 100 Watts, it doesn’t
take but a small move with the volume control on the subwoofer to get an acceptable bass sound.
Much more than what it can take. This isn’t the subwoofer that you get with your all–in–one box
speaker system. This is the real thing weighing in at 25 pounds, 8 inch drive unit, heat fins and
more. It produces clean bass without the brassy rumble that you hear with your average .1
system. With the volume at half you could compete with any custom rolling thumpers next to
you at the stop light. I have found that if you put the volume to about twenty–five percent and the
frequency cross–over to about mid–range you will get the optimal bass quality for the system.
The subwoofer is definitely optional with this system, as the
sound is great even without it. Having had it, though, and
listening so long with it, I don’t think it would sound
complete without it. It gives it an extra oomph, and if you
have it set right, which so many systems I hear do not, it
gives a subtle yet noticeable complement. So often, for
whatever reason, people like to really jack up their bass so
you really hear it even drowning out some of their other
instruments. Ah, kids these days.
How it really sounds

FH008 Subwoofer

I was told, and quite rightfully too, that there is a difference between lossless and the 128 bit
lossy files and how they sound. With this system, you really can tell the difference, and you’ll
soon be re–ripping your CDs, or wondering why iTunes doesn’t do FLAC. The cable I have to
hook up my iPod to the amplifier is a Tara Labs Rectangular Solid Core RSC® Diva Cable. It’s
a premium cable that is made in many complementary colors. Specs on the cable include four
RSC® Super Annealed Oxygen Free Eight Nines Copper conductors, natural fiber spacers, anti–
corrosion coated copper braided shield, nylon mesh sleeve, single 24K gold mini-stereo plug,
and two specially designed petit 24K gold plated RCA plugs that are smaller and lighter than a
standard RCA plugs. So down to brass tacks, the cable should deliver a broader fuller sound.
I think that will be a choice left up to the individual consumer, as the cables start at $129 USD.
It’s not a cable that can be purchased at Best Buy, however. My cable came with the business
card of the person who made it, R. Marino, so that’s got to be saying something. As far as actual
sound difference, I’m sure there is. I’m not sure if I can tell, but I haven’t tried a cheaper cable
either.
As far as the speakers go, they are fantastic! There is a nice fat sound through the entire audio
spectrum. There wasn’t a piece of music that I tried that one range versus another didn’t sound
great. The Beatles “Because” off the Love album was clear all the way through from the birds at
the start to the tonal quality of the mids of the band’s a cappella.

The highs of Tchaikovsky: Serenade For Strings In C, if you like to waltz, are as bright and clear
as if you where in front of the actual performers. My daughter, well, let’s just say I’ve caught her
fiddling with the subwoofer controls and says Mims never sounded so good.
The whole point of a well designed, well placed, well driven speaker system is to actually try and
fool you into believing that the musicians are singing and playing their instruments onstage, live,
right in front of you. The Ferguson Hill system does that better than most, even those systems
costing much more. There’s nothing like cranking Elvis Costello through this system, able to
handle every high and low without a crack or flat. More importantly, however, is how it looks
next to your Mac. You won’t believe how pleasing the design is next to your system. As long as
you keep the amplifier box away from your laptop, (it gets incredibly hot! Almost a burn-yourskin hot.) Something I would definitely add is an iPod dock with remote.

As you can see in this photo,
the FH007 system sits right at
home next to your Mac.
Stylish and provocative, it
encompasses everything that
is Mac. It definitely breaks
the mold in what a pair of
speakers should look like,
and sounds better than it
looks!

Personally, I don’t have it hooked up to my computer system, though it might, if I had the room
on my desk. For now, it looks so good, I have it in the front room for all to see. I have it set up so
I can attach an iPod, as well as my Slim Devices Squeezebox, which is streaming my iTunes.

It definitely makes guests pause, and I’ve found no one who didn’t like them or appreciate the
sounds they made. I think I even find myself actually listening to more music and less podcasts
then before. Plus there’s that whole iTunes Plus store…
Conclusion
The biggest question of all will come down to whether or not you want to spend a thousand of
your hard-earned dollars on a speaker system that may not even be your main system. For this
system, if you can afford it, yes. If you live around a showroom that displays them, at least take a
listen. Availability of this system is world–wide, but somewhat limited in the USA, there’s only
one distributor at the moment, but if you’re around Deerfield Illinois, just take a listen at
Ultimate Audio Video. Several retailers have recently been introduced in the States that you can
also find the Ferguson Hill Speakers, including two in San Francisco, Minnesota and Chicago,
IL. Check Ferguson Hill’s web site for all dealer locations around the world.
Suddenly, those really cool JBL Stormtrooper helmets and Harman Kardon sticks will seem
mighty limiting, and maybe even a little “off”, though you might not even know why. Even
though there may be some limitations to the Ferguson Hills, such as you can’t put an amplified
source through it, so keep it away from your home receiver! (Though feel free to hook it straight
up to your home system’s CD/DVD player.) You may also find it difficult to find the real estate
for all the components. But in pure across the board tonal quality, I challenge you to find a better
system for your iPod or Mac.

White gloves included for handling.

